Circulation on the Run, FIT Edition

*Circulation* is inviting all Cardiology Fellows-in-Training (FIT) in the US and internationally to our special *Circulation* on the Run podcast, FIT edition. #CircFITpodcast

We’ll invite 2-3 fellows to our *Circulation* podcast to discuss recent articles published in *Circulation* with our Editors to gain their unique perspective on these studies.

The process is simple
1) Find 1 article published in *Circulation* after July 1, 2016
2) Write 2 sentences on how you think the article challenged current thinking and/or informed clinical practice.
3) Send in a question or aspect that you think merits further discussion to circ@circulationjournal.org.*
4) Get ready to discuss it online with our *Circulation* Editors on the “*Circulation* on the Run” podcast

**DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION**
**MAY 15, 2017**

*All entries to circ@circulationjournal.org should include*
(i) Subject line – “FIT Podcast entry”
(ii) Name and link to the *Circulation* article
(iii) You comments and questions in the body of the email.
(iv) Your full name, phone number, mailing address